BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE  
Of The City University of New York

COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC STANDING  
Minutes of the Meeting of October 22, 1975  
South Hall First Floor Conference Room - 4:15 p.m.

PRESENT  
Faculty and Administration Representatives  
Prof. Hayde, presiding; Deans Bullard, Tyson; Mr. Daniels;  
Professors Chiswick, Cosentino, Cummins, Erdsneker, Gamson, Gracian,  
Hawkins, Hermo, Lerner, Moehs, Palmer, Sondheim (guest), Stabile,  

Student Representatives  
Messrs. Senders, Williams

I. MINUTES  
MOTION: To accept as read the minutes of October 8, 1975.  
CARRIED: Unanimously.

II. COMMUNICATIONS  
1. Prof. Gamson, chairperson of the Subcommittee on the Review  
of the Codification, reported that other members of the Sub-  
committee would be Professors Bluth, Chiswick, Sondheim, and  
Wahlin. The first meeting of the Subcommittee was announced  
for Wednesday, October 29, 1975, from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. in  
Prof. Gamson's office.

III. STUDENT APPEALS  
1. Report from the Executive Secretary of the minutes of the  
September 12, 1975 meeting of the Executive Committee of the  
Committee on Academic Standing:

A. Consideration of Candidate for Graduation in June, 1975:  

1. Espinosa, Jose C.  
Curriculum: Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Credits Taken: 85  
Credits Earned: 82  
Index: 1.98

MOTION: To award degree.  
ACTION: Award degree.

B. Student Appeals:  

1. Barba, Xiomara  
Appeal: Change grades of "K = F" in ENG ol and SPN 15,  
both Fall, 1973, and "ABS" in PSY 11, Spring  
1974, to grades of "W".  
Action: Deny appeal, and recommend that student re-appeal  
after completing at least 6 credits.
III. STUDENT APPEALS (continued)

2. Barreto, Lefleur Marc
   Appeal: a) Change grade of "K = F" in PSY 11, Fall, 1973, to "H";
   b) Extend to October 29, 1975, the deadline to resolve grade of "K = F" in MUS 11, Spring, 1973.
   c) Reinstatet as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" (J/H) grades to 15 credits.
   Action: Grant appeal, and recommend that student attend on Limited Program.

3. Beckford, Rodney A.
   Appeal: Extend to October 29, 1975, the deadline to resolve grades of "K = F" in ENC 14 and SPN 12, Fall, 1973.
   Action: Grant appeal.

4. Bove, Barbara J.
   Appeal: Remove grade of "F" in BIO 18, Fall, 1966, from index calculation by Statute of Limitations.
   Action: Grant appeal.

5. Brown, Noah
   Appeal: Change grade of "NC: in HIS 12, Summer, 1974, to "W".
   Action: Grant appeal.

6. Caraballo, Myriam
   Appeal: a) Change grade of "K = F" in SPN 12, Fall, 1972 to grade of "J".
   b) Reinstatet as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" ("J/H") grades to 15 credits.
   Action: Grant appeals.

7. Caradinidis, John
   Appeal: Extend to October 29, 1975, the deadline for a change of grade of "D" in CHEM 12, Spring, 1974.
   Action: Grant appeal.

8. Gaines, Gilbert
   Appeal: Adjust "W/NC" ("J/H") grades to 10 credits.
   Action: Grant appeal.

9. Garzilli, Julie
   Appeal: Change grade of "F" in DAT 41, Spring, 1973, to "J".
   Action: Deny appeal.

10. Green, Marva Ann
    Appeal: Reinstatet as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" ("J/H") grades to 10 credits.
    Action: Grant appeal, and have student see Prof. Gamson for curricular advisement.
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11. Harris, Edythe
   Appeal: Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" grades to 10 credits.
   Action: Grant appeal, and have student see Prof. Gamson for curricular advisement.

12. Jackson, Joseph
   Appeal: Adjust total "W/NC" ("J/H") grades to 11 credits.
   Action: Grant appeal.

13. Hellon, Gloria
   Appeal: Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" grades to 10 credits.
   Action: Grant appeal.

14. Lisitz, Daniel A.
   Appeal: a) Change grades of "K = F" in ART 11 and HLT 91, Fall, 1971, and ENG 17, Fall, 1972, to grades of "J".
   b) Extend to October 29, 1975, the deadline to resolve grade of "L" in ENG 72, Spring, 1973.
   Action: Grant appeal.

15. McKay, Pearl
   Appeal: Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" grades to 10 credits.
   Action: Grant appeal, and recommend that student see Prof. Gamson for curricular advisement.

16. McIntyre, Jocelyn
   Appeal: Reinstate as matriculant.
   Action: Deny appeal, and recommend that student see Prof. Gamson for curricular advisement.

17. McLoughlin, Peter
   Appeal: Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" grades to 6 credits.
   Action: Grant appeal.

18. Moronta, Ana
   Appeal: a) Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" grades to 10 credits.
   b) Extend to October 29, 1975, the deadline to resolve grades of "INC = F" in ENG 13 and PHL 11, and "ABS = F" in FRN 12, PSY 11, and SOC 11-- all taken in the Fall, 1974, semester.
   Action: Grant appeal.
III. STUDENT APPEALS (continued)

19. Robinson, Sylvia
   Appeal: Remove grade of "NC" in ART 10, Spring, 1975, from "W/NC" bank.
   Action: Deny appeal.

20. Roper, Peter C. Hessing
   Appeal: Extend to October 29, 1975, the deadline to resolve grades of "ABS = F" in ECO 11 and MTH 21, Fall, 1974.
   Action: Grant appeal.

21. Riccardella, Frank
   Appeal: Remove from index calculation grades of "F" in ESM 02, Fall, 1962, and ECE 2, Fall, 1963, by Statute of Limitations.
   Action: Deny appeal, and have student reapply after completing at least 6 credits.

22. Shepard, Doris
   Appeal: Reinstating as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" ("J/H") grades to 14 credits.
   Action: Grant appeal.

23. Torres, Jose G.
   Appeal: Change grades of "K = F" in MTH 13, Spring, 1967, SPN 24, Fall, 1967, and "F" in ENG 14, Fall, 1971, to grades of "J".
   Action: Grant appeal.

24. Wadley, Paulette
   Appeal: a) Extend to October 29, 1975, the deadline to resolve grade of "ABS" in PSY 31, Spring, 1975; b) Reinstating as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" grades to 14 credits.
   Action: Grant appeal to reinstate as matriculant for Fall, 1975 semester; adjust total number of credits of "W/NC" grades to 14 credits; extend until October 29, 1975 the deadline for student to resolve grade of "ABS" in PSY 31 taken in Spring, 1975.

25. Wod, Richard
   Appeal: Reinstating as matriculant.
   Action: Deny appeal.

2. Letter from the Executive Secretary to a Department regarding the establishment of an Ad Hoc Committee to consider a student appeal.

Appellant: Pinto, Katherine Emily  Date: October 14, 1975
Department: English  Dr. Lillian Gottesman
Re: Grade of "B" in ENG 53 - 9324, Spring, 1975.
III. STUDENT APPEALS (continued)

3. Letters to Students from the Executive Secretary regarding Appeal of Academic Grade.

1. TO: Bates, Bessie  
   Date: October 14, 1975  
   Re: Grade of "F" in ENG 13 - 1891, Spring, 1975.

2. TO: Christis, Sybil  
   Date: October 17, 1975  
   Re: Grade of "D" in CMS 11 - 7767, Spring, 1974.

3. TO: Thomas, Leon  
   Date: October 17, 1975  
   Re: Grade of "F" in MUS 18 - 3170, Fall, 1973.

4. Minutes of the October 15, 1975, meeting of the Subcommittee on Student Appeals.

   MOTION: To accept the recommendations of the Subcommittee in the following cases.  
   CARRIED: 13 - 0 - 0.

1. Bernardini, Mark P.
   Appeal:
   Reinstate as matriculant.
   Subcommittee Recommendation
   Deny appeal and refer student to Prof. Camson.

2. Bond, Eleanor
   Appeal:
   Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" grades to 15 credits.
   Subcommittee Recommendation
   Grant appeal pending change of curriculum out of Nursing. Student to see Prof. Camson.

3. Burley, Margaret
   Appeal:
   Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" ("J/H") grades to 15 credits.
   Subcommittee Recommendation
   Grant appeal.

4. Cammarota, Frank
   Appeal:
   Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" grades to 7 credits.
   Subcommittee Recommendation
   Grant appeal.

5. Castanon, Francis L.
   Appeal
   Reinstate as matriculant.
   Subcommittee Recommendation
   Deny appeal.
III. STUDENT APPEALS (continued)

5. Curran, Frederick

Appeal
Extend until January, 1976, the deadline to resolve grades of "K" in LAW 41 and MKT 11, Fall, 1974.

Subcommittee Recommendation
Grant appeal.

7. Ducard, Paulette

Appeal
Remove from index calculation grades of "P" in SB 10 and TN 1, Fall, 1960, and "F" in SM 02, Fall, 1961, by Statute of Limitations.

Subcommittee Recommendation
Grant appeal.

8. Fernandez, Milagros

Appeal
Remove from index calculation grades of "H" in TB 7, GE 02, and GH 1, and "F" in GS 1 and TB 21, all taken in Fall, 1965, by Statute of Limitations.

Subcommittee Recommendation
Grant appeal.

9. Floyd, Lois P.

Appeal
Reinstate as matriculant.

Subcommittee Recommendation
Deny appeal.

10. Hearns, Dalelie

Appeal
Extend until January, 1976, the deadline to resolve grade of "ABS = F" in SPN 11, Fall, 1974.
11. Long, Donet

Appeal
Extend until January, 1976, the deadline to resolve grade of "ABS = F" in SOC 11, Fall, 1974.

Subcommittee Recommendation
Grant appeal.

12. Lopez, Jose A.

Appeal
Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" ("J/H") grades to 8 credits.

Subcommittee Recommendation
Grant appeal.

13. Malloy, Brenda J.

Appeal
Change to "W" the grades of "D" in SOC 11 and "F" in PSY 11, both taken in Fall, 1974.

Subcommittee Recommendation
Deny appeal and recommend student review her record with Prof. Gamson.

14. Minca, Lucy

Appeal
a) Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" ("J/H") grades to 5 credits.
b) Change to "NC" the grades of "INC" in CMS 71 and SOC 11, both taken in Spring, 1975.

Subcommittee Recommendation
Grant appeals.

15. Odom, William

Appeal
Extend until January 1976, the deadline to resolve grade of "ABS = F" in MKT 14, Fall, 1974.

Subcommittee Recommendation
Grant appeal.

16. Ossenkopp, William

Appeal
Extend to January, 1976, the deadline to resolve grade of "INC = F" in MTH 32, Spring, 1974.
III. STUDENT APPEALS (continued)

17. Price, Willie R.

**Appeal**

Remove from index calculation all failing grades received from Fall, 1962, to Spring 1965, by Statute of Limitations. Grades are: "F" in SM 01 (Fall, 1962), "F" in GS 1 (Spring, 1963), "H=F" in GE 1 and "F" in GS 1 (Spring, 1964) and "H = F" in TB 7 (Spring, 1965).

**Recommendation**

Grant appeal.

18. Ram rattan, Dednarine

**Appeal**

Extend until January, 1976, the deadline to resolve grades of "ABS = F" in ART 12 and "INC = F" in CMS 11, both Spring, 1974.

**Recommendation**

Grant appeal.

19. Singleteary, James

**Appeal**

Remove from index calculation the grades of "K = F" in GE 1 and "H" in GS 2, both taken in Spring, 1966, by Statute of Limitations.

**Recommendation**

Grant appeal.

20. Seanston, Mae

**Appeal**

Reinstate as matriculant and adjust grades of "W/NC" ("J/11") to 9 credits.

**Recommendation**

Grant appeal.

21. Tarantino, Linda

**Appeal**

Change grade of "K = F" in FFRN 11, Fall, 1972, to grade of "H".

**Recommendation**

Grant appeal.
22. Thomas, Anne H.

Appeal
Change grade of "INC = F" in RIO 11, FALL, 1974 to "W".

23. Williams, Perquida

Appeal
Reinstate as matriculant and adjust "W/NC" ("J/H") grades to 10 credits.

24. Yates, Michael

Appeal
Change grade of "K = F" in CHM 18, and MTH 17, both taken in Spring, 1973, to grades of "H".

IV. OLD BUSINESS

1. On behalf of the Subcommittee on the Review of the Codification, Prof. Gamson distributed copies of an interim report on proposed revisions of Articles I, II, III, and IV of the Codification which the Committee on Academic Standing is considering serially.

A. MOTION: To return to the floor Article II. 6. (draft revision), concerning "Interim Action During Recess of the CAS," consideration of that section of the report having been previously tabled.

CARRIED: 18 - 0 - 0.

B. MOTION: Only enfranchised members of the Committee on Academic Standing, as defined by the Bronx Community College Governance Plan, adopted March, 1973, may have the right to vote on the Executive Committee of the Committee on Academic Standing.

a. MOTION: To table the above motion.
   ACTION: Question fails of being called.

b. MOTION: To extend the time for debate by 30 minutes.
   DEFEATED: 9 - 7 - 3, for lack of a majority of those voting in favor of the question.

c. MOTION: To reconsider the vote on the motion to extend time for debate.
   CARRIED: 17 - 0 - 4.
d. MOTION: To extend time for debate by 30 minutes.
   CARRIED: 15 - 0 - 4.

e. Motion to table the main motion is withdrawn by consent of the committee.

f. Call of the question on the main motion.
   CARRIED: 13 - 3 - 4.

C. MOTION: To approve Article II.6.b.1.(c) of the interim report, reading "The chairperson, or designee and/or the Executive Secretary or designee shall convene and shall coordinate the activities of the Executive Committee in accordance with the needs of the College and its students."
   CARRIED: 17 - 0 - 1.

D. MOTION: To approve Article II.6.b.1.(d) of the interim report reading "Decisions of the Executive Committee shall be made by majority vote of those voting members present.
   CARRIED: 17 - 0 - 0.

E. MOTION: To approve Article II.6.b.2. of the interim report, reading "All actions taken by the Executive Committee shall be reported to the CAS at its next meeting."

2. Subcommittee on Student Appeals. This item was postponed by consent of the assembly.

V. NEW BUSINESS

1. Dean Tyson spoke on his report to the College Senate regarding the Committee on Academic Standing.

2. On behalf of Prof. Polowczyk, Dean Tyson reported on a survey by the Faculty-Staff Caucus entitled "Ranked Charges to the Committee on Academic Standing. Items which the Committee was charged to consider included:
   A. Review of the "J", "H", "W", and "NC" grading policy;
   B. Review of the Index Classification Chart;
   C. Final examination policy and procedures;
   D. Consideration of an "erasable" grade of "F";
   E. Review of the repeatable grade of "D".

   The rank-ordered data were referred to the Subcommittee on Review of the Codification for urgent attention.

3. No other new business was considered at this meeting.
ADJOURNMENT AND DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS.

1. A Graduation Meeting of the Committee on Academic Standing was announced for Wednesday, October 29, 1975, at 4:15 p.m. in the first floor conference room of South Hall.

2. The next regular meeting of the Committee on Academic Standing was set for Wednesday, November 5, 1975, at 4:15 p.m. in the first floor conference room of South Hall.

3. The meeting was adjourned at 5:55 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

William Wahlin
Recording Secretary